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Coach defended S
My initial reaction to the Gazette defense, Wednesday back-checking 

article (March 11 ) condemning the got to be tedious by mid-January. 
Dalhousie hockey coach could only However boring, these drills are nec- 
be described as amazement. I recall essary, and the players are thankful 
reading the story and being quite when the coach allows them some 
shocked. I do not wish to discredit time for fun. These occasions (the 
the author/reporter of the commen- day the writer visited the arena), 
tary. Enough character-bashing has though few and far between come as
been done. The reasoning is solely to a great change of pace. Implement- 
give an insider’s view of the hockey ing fun into routine practices is the 
team—an opinion the reporter may coach’s responsibility, 
not have had the luxury of hearing As far as blaming the coach for

fundamental errors, like throwing the 
I have been a student at Dal for the puck away blindly, please! Put the 

past three years, so my contact with blame where it is deserved, on the 
Darrell Young is limited. I may, how- player, not the man behind the bench, 
ever, be able to elaborate on a

when he wrote the tale.

The Dal women's hockey team skated past the Saint Mary’s squad 5-1 on Saturday.

ently iced one of the best teams in mission. Perhaps the Dalhousie Ti- but he isn't the worst coach either, and
. . /ew y’ he garners no respect”, the country over the past few years. gers could be labelled underachiev- doesn’t deserve the bashing he re-

theones the writer came up with. Unless the reporter has some sort of Three seasons ago the team lost a ers. Coach Young, however, has never ceived. Hiding bchin a pen and
Firstly, “he is an awful coach”. For inexplicable power, I can’t under- heart-breakingseriestoUPEI in three claimed to be the best coach in the paper, or a computer, person can

someone who has never played for stand how he can make such accusa- games. That talent-filled team prob- world, and would himself probably compose just about anything 1 as-
e man, this is anlawfully harsh tions. As the coach makes decisions ably should have won, but unfortu- do some things differently in retro- sume. Perhaps theauthorshouldhave

assumption. The reader must keep in throughout the course of the season, nately it wasn’t to be. Some of the spect, but then again, who wouldn’t? exercised
mind that on a team consisting of 25 there will always be players who disa- blame could have gone to the coach,
young adults, problems occur daily, gree. I cannot speak for the entire but the fact remains that the
It must be difficult for a man to deal team, but personally, Coach Young

some caution and a little 
As I stated earlier, my sole pur- common sense before attempting to 

pose is to give a point of view that discredit a man who has given his
. , _ ran into a very hot goaltender who might be a little more knowledge- best to Dalhousie University

with the egos and attitudes of a group has never crossed me or treated me refused to crack. Last season the team able. Okay, so Darrell isn’t Toe Blake,
of players thrown together in Sep- unfairly, and therefore deserves my faced a great deal of adversity and
tember. A large portion of Coach respect just as any coach or authority problems and sadly never played up
Young’s job is to deal with each indi- figure does. to its potential. Questions arose as to
vidual in an attempt to make that Thirdly, ‘.‘he’s a poser”. Since the where the blame should lie. The ob- 
person the best athlete and student day I met Coach Young, one of his vious choice: Coach Young, 
possible. I can guarantee that there biggest concerns has been with per- This season was a complete tuma-

players who have not been happy ception. He wants to look good and round. The team was having fun
with some of the actions taken by the have his players look good as well, again. The Tigers played sporadi-
coach, but if you can show me a team How is his dress code relevant to his cally through an injury-filled first
which never has problems, I will ability as a coach ? In reference to the half before starting to roll after Christ-
show you a team that won’t win.

The casual reader may not realize your life that every player

team

Kevin Meisner

are

national championship, you can bet mas. In the second round of the
on the playoffs, the team ran into probably

that the hockey team practices five team had aspirations of ending the the best squad in the country who
times weekly from October to the season in Toronto,
end of February, or longer. Monoto
nous practices are unavoidable since fact in the entire article was that he towards the coach was warranted, 
fundamentals are exercised con- has never won a national champion- The consensus on the team was that 
stantly. Monday skating, Tuesday ship. True. He has, however, consist- they were outplayed by

promptly ended the dreams of a na- 
Finally, “he’s a loser”. The sole tional title. No mention of blame

a team on a

Admission 
to the schools of

Physiotherapy
History (honors/majors)
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Wednesday, Mar. 31, 3 - 4 pm, Forrest Building #309 
Thurs., Apr. 1,5-7 pm, Dep’t Lounge, 1411 Seymour

w

Interested in organizing a party for YOUR Team, 
Residence, Fraternity, Sorority, or Society?

Lawrence's, My Apartment and Cheers
are offering great deals on both small and large groups.

Please contact Danny:
454-2825

(Dalhousie University's 
Apartment Complex)

FURNISHED APARTMENT 
UNITS ARE STILL 
AVAILABLE FOR 

1993/1994!!

1992-93 RATES
2- person (2 bedroom) $3,495/person
3- person (3 bedroom) $3,180/person
4- person (4 bedroom) $2,830/person

AFPUOATtONS FOR RESIDENCE 
ARE CURRENTLY BEINS 

ACCEFTEÙ1

Applications available at:
Howe Hall Residence Office 
Shirreff Hall Residence Office 
Housing Office, 120/122 S.U.B. 
Fenwick Place Office

For more detailed information contact: 
Fenwick Place Accommodation Office 
Tel: (902) 494-2075 
Fax: (902 494-2213
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